TinyWeb.pro terms of service
A. CONCEPTS
a) Website - Internet service operating at https://tinyweb.pro
b) Administrator - Michał Pasierbski (eery.pl)
c) Visitors - every visitor to the website
d) User - a person who has an account on the site
e) Account - an individual part of the website managed by the user, giving access to
the created databases
f) Database - (TinyWebDB) Database of tags and values managed by the user
B. ADJUSTMENTS
1. The site allows you to create TinyWebDB databases supported by MIT App
Inventor 2 and derivatives
2. Access to the website and creating an account is free
3. The website administrator reserves the right to:
- changing these regulations without notifying users
- view, edit and delete information stored in databases
- displaying ads to users of free databases
- sending e-mail correspondence to users
- delete or block the account or base without giving a reason
- providing data to law enforcement authorities
- verification of user accounts
- increase or reduce the functionality of the website
- modification of the price list without notifying users
- blocking the IP of the visitor
- storing the shared data in order to provide services, in particular login, email
address and IP address
- temporary breaks in the functioning of the website
4. The administrator's decisions stand above the regulations and can not be appealed
5. The visitor may:
- browse the content of the website
- log in if it is a user
- create an account if it does not have one

6. User:
- may have a maximum of 1 account
- can create up to 5 free databases
- must abide by these regulations
- is fully responsible for content stored in databases
- cannot store content in databases:
• breaking Polish and European law
• to which he does not have copyrights
• contrary to good customs
• calling for hatred, racism, etc.
- creating an account declares that he knows and accepts these regulations and
undertakes to comply with them
7. Payment for the database takes place via PayPal.com
8. For the recommendation of 15 users, the user receives a lifetime PRO database
9. Regulations come into force when published on the website.

